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The Blob
By: Theodore and Lenae Valentine

A Special Message from the Authors:
Hello, my wife and I are so glad you have downloaded this children’s story.
Please read it and share it with friends, family and strangers.
We pray that it will help plant seeds in the hearts and minds of children and
lead them to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
This is an original story by Layman’s Bookstore
Where the Truth is Free
Our goal is to help educate children and empower parents.
If you would like to support or build the ministry, please donate or join
the mission online at LaymansBookstore.com
Thank you and God Bless.
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David and Grace were at school learning about reading, history, math and all of the
other subjects they needed to learn. But today—today was a special day.
“Okay everyone, follow your teachers to the auditorium,” a voice came over the
intercom. “It is time to have fun learning about science!”
Everyone was excited. The teacher led David, Grace and their classes to the
auditorium to listen to the guest speaker.
“Hello boys and girls! My name is Scientist Sam,” said a skinny man that looked like
a scientist. “I travel the United States speaking at schools. I teach kids all about how
to have fun while learning about science. Do you all want to have fun?”
Everyone yelled, “Yes!”
David and Grace were not sure how to react.
“Okay! Did you know that 500 million years ago…can you count to 500 million?”
said Scientist Sam.
Everyone yelled different answers. Some said yes and some said no. David and Grace
both looked at each other with knowing looks on their faces.
“I know where this is going,” David said in a low voice.
“Yeah, I know,” Grace mumbled.
“Well boys and girls, a long time ago, there was a huge explosion—way before there
was an Earth, way before there were stars, way before there was anything,” Scientist
Sam announced with a loud voice.”This huge explosion is called the and 500 million
years after the 1Big Bang humans evolved!”
“Wrong!” David yelled.
“Oh yes. It is true. This huge explosion sent billions of chemicals into the air…and
rocks, and ice, and fire,” said the Doctor with excitement in his voice. “It was chaotic.
It was crazy. It was…”
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The Big Bang and Evolution are lies being taught to our children in school. Please go to
LaymansBookstore.com and go to the “science” section to learn about how God is the
Creator of the Universe.
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“…A lie!” Grace yelled.
A teacher walked by David and Grace and said, “Shhh…stop interrupting, or you will
go to the principal’s office.”
“I am not going to let him stand up there and tell everybody a lie,” David tried not to
yell.
“Well, I am sure there will be a question and answer time at the end. At that time you
can ask him questions to help you better understand what he is talking about,”
whispered the teacher.
“Oh, I understand what he is talking about…Scientist Sam is wrong and he is
teaching everyone else a lie,” Grace stated.
The children around David and Grace were confused as to what was happening.
“Over a long period of time,” said Scientist Sam, “ the Earth formed. The oceans
were really hot…so hot that they started to boil. Have you ever seen Mom or Dad boil
water on the stove?”
Everyone yelled, “yes!”
“Well, that is what it was like on Earth …Very slowly, life was created in that boiling
hot water. Soon it gave life to fish….and then those fish turned into frog-like
creatures…and then those frog-like creatures turned into reptiles…and then those
reptiles turned into mammals—like monkeys…and like you and me,” the scientist
said with glee.
David and Grace politely sat still and played paper, rock, scissors and other fun
games while Scientist Sam finished his presentation.
“Okay boys and girls! Time for questions and answers,” Scientist Sam said in a goofy
voice. “Go ahead and raise your hands and a teacher will come by with a
microphone.”
David and Grace shot their hands up as fast as they could. The teacher came by with
a microphone and handed it to David.
“Okay young man. What is your question?” Scientist Sam asked.
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“I have a few questions, if you do not mind. I really need you to help me understand
this evolution thing,” said David.
“I will do my absolute best,” Scientist Sam responded.
“Do you have proof that it took 500 million years to evolve into humans? How do
you know that we came from boiling water?” he asked.
“Well, there is lots of evidence…in fossils and other type of science to show that we
evolved. When you get older, you will learn all about it. But, for right now, you just
have to 2trust science and the evidence,” Scientist Sam said.
“I am old enough to know now. I really want to know the truth. Please explain to me
how we evolved from monkeys,” David said.
“Okay! You want it, you got it!” Scientist Sam said. “500 million years ago—when
there was an explosion in the Universe—it sent out rocks, and ice, and fire…the Earth
was one of these rocks. The ice got so hot that it melted and turned into water and
boiled…and little microbes started to form...”
Grace tugged on David’s shirt and asked for the microphone.
“Scientist Sam, if it was so hot and the water was boiling…wouldn’t all of the water
evaporate after enough time. Wouldn’t it be really hard for anything to grow in the
water if it was so hot?” Grace asked.
“Great questions! You see, we think that the water was really thick—like mud…or
oatmeal. Anyway…,” Scientist Sam said with excitement, “The little creatures inside
of the water began to turn into fish-like creatures…and these fish-like creatures
turned into frog-like creatures.”
David grabbed the microphone from Grace.
“If the water was so hot and it was so muddy, wouldn’t it be hard for a fish to grow?
Wouldn’t it be very difficult for a fish to swim through muddy water. Wouldn’t it be
too hot for a fish to grow legs and turn into a frog?” David asked.
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It is hard to trust mainstream scientists because their evidence is more than often fake. The
Big Bang and Evolution are lies being taught to our children in school. Please go to
LaymansBookstore.com and go to the “science” section to learn about how God is the
Creator of the Universe.
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Grace grabbed the microphone from David.
“And have you ever seen a fish with legs? Or have you ever seen a frog turn into a
bird? Have you ever seen a monkey turn into a human?” Grace asked.
David grabbed the microphone from Grace.
“You know! There is a much easier answer to how the Earth was formed. It is called
the book of Genesis. You should read it,” David said. “In fact, everyone here should
read it. 3God created the Universe. He designed it.”
Grace grabbed the microphone from David.
“Yeah! This world is too complex for muddy soup to have created everything. There
is no proof Scientist Sam, and you know it. And even science admits that there is no
proof for this ‘Big Bang’,” Grace stated confidently.
David grabbed the microphone from Grace.
“Yeah, this whole ‘Big Bang Theory’ is a big blob. It is messy. There is no point to it.
It is lifeless, ugly to look at, and just a huge mess! It is just one big blob,” David said.
Everyone started laughing and Scientist Sam’s face turned red. The teacher walked by
and grabbed the microphone from David and Grace.
“Okay! Everyone has to get back to class. Thank you Scientist Sam for speaking to all
of us today. Lets give him a round of applause everyone,” the teacher spoke through
the microphone.
David and Grace went home at the end of the day and told Mom and Dad all about
Scientist Sam and everything that happened at the presentation.
“Yeah, it was awesome Mom and Dad! You should have seen Grace and I rip apart
Scientist Sams’ lies,” David said with excitement.
Mom and Dad both laughed.
“Well, I am glad that you guys told the truth about God and the Universe. I am sure
that God is very happy with you both for standing up for his creation,” Dad said.
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At LaymansBookstore.com in the “science” section of the website you will find all sorts of
amazing material from scientists on the Creation of the Universe.
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“However, we must always be respectful and not try to embarrass people on
purpose,” Mom said. “Maybe Scientist Sam was raised to believe that he came from a
monkey. Maybe Scientist Sam does not know any better,” Mom suggested.
“Maybe the Doc just needs to learn more about who God is and about what the Bible
says,” Dad agreed.
“We are both so very proud of you two for stopping Scientist Sam from lying to
everyone about how the Earth was formed. You never know. You may have saved
hundreds of souls in that auditorium,” said Mom.
“I hope so. You know…they should not call it the ‘Big Bang Theory’ or
‘Evolution’...They should call it the ‘Big Blob Story’,” David said.
“Yeah, it is like a scary movie…THE BLOB!” Grace said in a funny voice with her
hands to her mouth and fingers moving like tentacles.
The family laughed and got the dinner table ready.

The End!
What Did We Learn From This Story?
That day, David and Grace learned that there are always people trying to lie about
God and His creation. It is very important for believers in Jesus Christ to stand up for
the Holy Bible, God and the Truth. Do you like when people lie to you? Do you like
when people lie to others?
Jesus Christ, the God of the Universe, proves to us that God the Father created the
entire Universe. Chapter one and two of Genesis in the Holy Bible tells us how the
world began and where humans and animals came from. There are people in the Bible
who always try to lie about God. (42 Timothy 3:16)
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2 Timothy 3:16 - All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for
reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness:
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In this story, Big Brother David and Little Lady Grace told the truth even when it may
have felt uncomfortable to do so. Do you want to be like Big Brother David and Little
Lady Grace and do the right thing? If you do, please pray to Jesus Christ this simple
prayer:

Dear Jesus Christ,
I would like to be a person who tells the truth.
Will you please teach me what the truth is.
Will you please give me courage to tell the truth to others?
Please teach me to be kind and patient to people that do not know the truth.
Thank you Jesus.
Amen.

